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Message from 
The Co- President
Ross Davidson
My mother’s words echo these days.  She used to offer 
when faced with adverse events that “it is an ill wind 
that blows nobody some good.”  The ill wind has been 
the virus.  The Board has been looking to signs of our 
servicing buckling under the strain in need for constant 
adaptations and concern for danger on everyone’s part.  
The ‘good wind’ is that, if this was a resiliency test that we did not invite and have 
not welcomed, we have thrived.  I do not mean to indicate that we are insensitive 
to the exhaustion that all staff are feeling and the seemingly endless wait we all 
struggle with as we hope to return to some sense of normalcy.  

Staff have stayed and offered consistent and quality service in their day-to-day as 
they face the increased personal burdens that we all feel as we isolate and feel 
isolated and unconnected to those closest to us.  That is a celebration.
Our Management team has faced the additional burden of the requirement of re-
invention after re-invention of rules, direction, directives, procurement, co-operation 
and communication.  The effort has been extraordinary and taxing.  We trust that 
the members of BPACL will join the Board in congratulating and celebrating the 
talent, cooperation and resilience of our management team.

It is a terrible setback that we have had to mitigate the wonderful person-centered 
programming that we have seen develop these past few years.  On the other hand, 
the pandemic has opened creative new ways to deliver programming to many of 
the people we serve and underscored that technology needs to be an even more 
active focus as we contemplate next steps in turning our Strategic Plan into an 
Operational Plan for 2021/2022.  We note that ‘video conferencing’ has widened 
horizons for some people supported as they make new acquaintance with others 
separated by geography but now available to share interests.

The Board has endorsed the notion of continuing to encourage the direction 
started 6 or 7 years ago as we looked to develop the concept of Shared Executive 
Services between Owen Sound, Walkerton and Bruce Peninsula Associations 
for Community Living.  The three Boards have struck a Steering Committee that 
has taken a direction from a general meeting of all Board Members of the three 
Agencies to pursue a Shared Management and Administrative Service agreement 
between the three.  This will mean that each Board will remain to guide direction of 
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each Agency, but that there will be opportunity to develop specific and specialized 
expertise  and depth as we manage co-operatively the services delivered to each 
Association.  It also affords new opportunities to be more efficient in administration 
through buying power and shared ‘back office’ work.  The vision is that no one will 
be displaced and that staff availability to peers doing similar work will also lead to 
even more creativity and opportunities for support to Managers and Administrative 
Staff.  Finally, the pandemic and our wide need for a changed practice by using 
video conferencing to meet as well as to deliver service has demonstrated that we 
do not need more offices or to ask our staff to spend more time driving even if the 
geography will have increased.  Certainly we count this as a ‘Covid Bonus’.

As the Board looks to the new position paper that the Ministry proposes and 
compares the direction demanded by our funders to the work we do here, we are 
really proud that we are truly ‘ahead of the curve’ in practices we already have come 
to take for granted here on the Bruce.

So, in sum the Board would like to thank our staff for their dedicated persistence, 
creativity, resolution and resiliency.  We believe that BPACL is undiminished and 
that new tools for service delivery will be excellent additions to our range of options 
for delivering quality of service to those people for whom we exist.

Bruce Peninsula Association for

COMMUNITY LIVING
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Message from the 
Executive Director
Michele Bell
Well that was quite a year!  We have spent the 
entire 12 months, from March 2020 to March 
2021, in the midst of the pandemic.  We have 
pivoted, realigned, embraced technology, 
zoomed, sanitized, masked,  and provided 
direct supports while completely ‘decked out’ 
in extensive PPE!  We have missed seeing 
our family, our friends and the people in 
our community.  We have sheltered in place, quarantined, some have had to self 
isolate, and we have managed through three stay at home orders.    We have stood 
in line to buy groceries, we have made many online purchases, and everyone is in 
desperate need of a haircut!   Together, we have adapted and demonstrated how 
resilient we are, and for that we should be very proud.

All of us are fortunate that we have a great public health system and our 
governments have been responsive to the needs of citizens.  We are also so very 
fortunate to live in Bruce County where our rates of infection have been relatively 
low and our access to beautiful outdoor spaces, aplenty.  On this occasion, it is time 
to reflect on our achievements this past year despite, or as a direct result of, the 
pandemic.

Staffing– Our staff have been so dedicated in their commitment to people 
supported and despite all the challenges that the pandemic presented, they showed 
up, supported people and most importantly were incredibly creative in ensuring that 
people maintained connections to family and friends.   They also brought immense 
creativity to their work and made sure that people supported were engaged 
physically and intellectually.   What an outstanding job they have done!  Unrelated 
to the pandemic we have had some changes within the management team.   With 
a change in the portfolio assignment in the shared services agreement on Sept 1 
2020, I became the Executive Director of Community Living Walkerton & District in 
addition to BPACL, and Rick Hill has maintained his position as Executive Director 
with Owen Sound & District Community Living.   In addition to this organizational 
change, Laura Balint became the IPAC (Infection Prevention & Control) Champion  
for congregate settings in Grey Bruce.  
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New Developments – The building committee of the Board of Directors has been 
extremely busy planning a new and exciting development.  Plans are in the works 
for a multi-functional inclusive community space, including rooms for community 
activities, administrative offices, and also much needed affordable housing for 
people supported.       
 
We were also fortunate to have invested in two new vehicles which will greatly 
assist us in providing transportation for our group living homes, our Community 
Support Program, and our Community Participation Program.  

Investments in Technology – If there is anything this past year has taught us, 
it is how important technology is to almost every facet of our work.   We have 
invested in scheduling software that is in the queue for implementation, a few 
Zoom accounts for all those Zoom meetings and virtual social gatherings, and 
many computers, chrome books, smart phones, and internet hardware in our 
group living homes.   These vital updates to our technology supports will position 
BPACL well for the future.   The learning curve has been steep for some, but 
with so many changes this year, staff and people supported are adapting and 
managing well.  The use of technology will be a regular part of our lives and will 
enhance our ability to support people to live their best lives.  Technology will not 
replace in-person gatherings in the future, however it will enhance our supports.

We are so thankful for the support and flexibility of the Ministry of Children, 
Community and Social Services throughout the past year.    We have worked well 
together to ensure that the supports and safety of vulnerable citizens supported 
through BPACL have been prioritized. Additionally we have worked cooperatively 
with public health throughout the year amid all three waves of the pandemic.   

The future is looking brighter, we have recently received our second vaccinations, 
and hopefully there can be a return to in-person gatherings in the near future.   We 
will have much to celebrate when it is safe to do so in person, so dust of those 
dancing shoes!  
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BPACL’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ross Davidson, Co-President
   Judith Larkin, Co-Presdent
   Dave Waddington, Vice President
   Pat Lenson, Treasurer
   Diane Chavarie, Member
   Dave Diebel, Member
   Ed Laksmanis, Member
   Kelly Day, Member
   Paul Sutter, Member
   Jean Kirby, Member
   

BOARD MEMBERS
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Dave Diebel, Architect
    Ross Davidson, Co-President
    Paul Sutter, Board Member
    Pat Lenson, Treasurer
    

BUILDING COMMITTEE

Dave Waddington
    Ross Davidson, Co-President
    Pat Lenson, Treasurer

FINANCE & AUDIT COMMITTEE

Judith Larkin Ross Davidson Ed Laksmanis

Dave DiebelDiane ChavarieDave Waddington

Kelly Day

Paul SutterJean KirbyPat Lenson



BPACL’S MANAGEMENT TEAM

Michele Bell    
 
Joanne Young 

Laura Balint

Jeanie Finger

Deb Smith

Christi Ronholm 

Amber McCartney    

Cara Fuller

Cathy Irving 

Marianne Edgar  

Executive Director

Director of Support Serivices

Manager - Community Accommodation

Manager, Community Supports/Community Participation
 
Manager, Quality Assurance & Special Projects

Manager, Communications/Fund Development

Supervisor, Community Supports/Community Participation

Supervisor, Community Accommodation

Family Support Program

Executive Administrator
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Expert ‘Zoomers’ 2020-2021

Michele Bell

Laura Balint

Cara Fuller

Amber McCartney

Joanne Young

Jeanie FingerChristi RonholmMarianne Edgar

Deb Smith Carol McCauley

Cathy Irving



2021 Years of Service 

The Board of D irectors of  
Br uce Peninsula Associat ion for Communit y Liv ing 
extends Congratulat ions to staff members who have 

achieved the following significant years of employment

15 Years
Dorothy Livesy

Mary-Lou Whitcroft-McGarvey

10 Years
Eric Brandsma

5 Years
Sandy Arthur
Chase Bridge

Allanna Poechman
Kelley Wickes

Melissa Robbins

Sincere thanks are offered for the ongoing Committment 
towards the ser v ices we provide

Ross Davidson,
Judith Larkin
Co-Presidents
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The building committee of the board of directors has been very busy over the 
past fifteen months.   Though we have not been able to meet in person, we 
too have adapted to online meetings and have progressed on plans for a new 
development!  BPACL has purchased the land located at William and Claude 
Street in Wiarton for just this purpose.   

In the works is the development of a 10,000 sq ft building (see drawings above)
with 9 residential units on the second floor and community space as well as 
administrative offices on the main floor. We will have enhanced community space 
with a large kitchen and patio where our Community Participation calendar of 
events can be expanded and enhanced.  The space will provide opportunities for 
BPACL to plan activities with the hopes of inviting the community to participate, 
as we strive for more inclusive programming.    The nine residential units on 
the second floor are a mix of one bedroom and studio apartments and they 
too will benefit from the available recreational space on the lower level.   The 
administrative side of the lower level will house flexible meeting space for teams 
to use to enhance their gatherings as well as offices for the administrative staff.   
A multi-functional inclusive community space is the goal with the addition of 
much needed affordable housing for people supported.

The planning process has been slowed by the pandemic and the exterior of the 
building may look different then what is pictured above as we look at various 
options for building materials.   The estimated cost of the development has 
certainly been impacted by the pandemic, with the cost of building materials 

In Development
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having risen quite dramatically.    We will be weighing all our options and making 
all the plans for the interior design, and then once all the decision and plans are 
finalized and approved we will go to tender.

A building of this size is quite the undertaking for a small group of dedicated 
volunteer board members.   We have a great team with Dave Diebel (Board 
Member) as architect and his excellent team of engineers, Ross Davidson, 
(Co-Chair of the Board of Directors) Paul Sutter, (Board Member) Pat Lenson, 
(Treasurer) and Michele Bell (Executive Director).  Stay tuned for further updates on 
the development process.  We will be sure to let you know what’s happening and 
how the project is progressing.

Community Gardening Program 
BPACL is so grateful  to have received funding this year through  the Emergency 
Community Support Fund, through United Way of Bruce Grey and through Bruce 
County.  These funds have  enabled the addition of a Community Garden Program 
that has helped in addressing food access and food security issues that have 
worsened throughout the pandemic.   Starting up in the middle of a pandemic 
certainly created the need for adaptation and creativity in the development and 
delivery of this new program!  Despite all challenges, the program has been hugely 
successful!

A very exciting part of the program was the creation of a series of virtual instructional 
sessions called “Food Adventurers”. Each week, a fresh food is featured, and an 
interactive presentation is provided which included its nutritional benefits, how it is 
grown, and various ways to prepare the featured food. On a weekly basis, bins are 
delivered to participants, containing all supplies, class materials, and food items 
for each week’s lesson. A recipe is provided, and participants follow along, making 
a meal together (virtually) from start to finish. This program has increased the 
consumption of healthy foods, positively affecting the health and well-being of all 
participants.

Four gardens were created in the summer of 2020, and 8 raised beds have been built 
for the 2021 growing season. Weekly sessions are provided, teaching participants 
how to grow fresh produce, and to harvest the gardens. ‘Food Hampers’ full of fruits 
and vegetables, and other healthy foods, were delivered, on a monthly basis, to many 
of the people supported through BPACL, along with helpful recipes.

We continue to seek funding in order to continue to provide this program to the 
high standard at which it is currently offered .  This program has positively affected 
the health of people supported through BPACL, and we are looking forward to its 
continued success!
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Community Gardening Program Highlights 
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Community Participation Program 
Throughout the first few months of the year,, BPACL’s Community Participation 
Program was closed due to COVID-19.  People greatly missed the full calendar of 
activities and options provided through this program, and we attempted a positive 
approach, viewing this time as a unique opportunity to support people and their 
families differently.  Our program supervisor kept in contact with people supported 
and their families through phonecalls and emails, and a weekly newsletter was 
provided encouraging recrational activities for the “mind, body, and soul”.

In the summer months, we began to offer some “Virtual Activities”, and as people 
became more familiar and practised in the use of “Zoom”, the calendar expanded, 
offering a wide variety of activities including:   Physcial fitness classes, musical 
activities,  book clubs, and much more.  We have seen how virtual activities have 
helped people supported to feel more connected with others throughout the 
pandemic, and they continued to have opportunities for  learning, recreation and 
growth, which are all so important to mental and physical health.  

Despite the pandemic, the Community Participation Program continues to thrive, 
and we look forward to future days, when we can again participate in community 
activities in-person!  
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  At the start of the  pandemic, the management team quickly realized we would 
need to take a look at every aspect of the work done at BPACL to ensure compliance, 

safety and continuity of supports.  Adjustments were made to our administrative, 
health & safety, and support services measures, and additional IPAC measures were 
put in place.  Below are just some of the highlights of the work done this year, with 

the help of our IPAC champion, Laura Balint, in response to Covid-19.

BPACL’S 2020-2021 COVID-19
MEASURES 

Administrative Measures

Health & Safety Measures

Employee Support Measures
 •

• Organized weekly Health &   
Safety meetings for 5 months

• Promoted mental health/self
care courses

• Developed & delivered
5 vaccine information sessions

• Provided Guest speakers at All
Staff meetings to boost Morale

Support Services
 •

• Supported people with 
Virtual family contacts

• Virtual Activities
• Virtual Medical

Appointments
• Transitioned to access cards

and online banking
• Created COVID-19 Positive

Support Plans for every
person we support.

• Developed informed
consent material for Vaccine
administration

• Developed connections with
Grey Bruce Health Unit
for outbreak management

Friends & Families
 •

• Communicated all changes to     
Ministry Guidelines

• Provided training and
information materials in regards
to IPAC and applicable public
health measures.

• Provided face shields and care
instructions.
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–“

Year End Report for
Bruce Peninsula Association for
Community Living
March 31, 2021

Presented by

Greg Blokland, CPA, CA
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